
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

BINA PUTRA AM NAINGGOLAN. Determinant Factors of Dominate Share of 

Indonesian Export That Carried by Indonesia Container Ship from Port of 

Belawan. Supervised by DENI ACHMAD SOEBOER AND SRI RAHARDJO. 

 

Port of Belawan is the main gateway in west Indonesia region to 

international main port to export the local commodity which derived from North 

Sumatera and remote area. Since the cabbotage implemented in 2005, the 

Indonesian flag ship has not ever dominate Indonesia‟s export yet, but foreign flag 

did it, not only the export derived from Port of Belawan but even whole of 

indonesia‟s export was brought by foreign flag ship.  

Thus, this study is aimed  to look the real profile of the foreign flag ship 

which brought Indonesia‟s export from port of Belawan dan the progress for the 

last three years. The results showed during the last three years from 2013 to 2015, 

the share of foreign ships still dominate the freight of cargo traffic abroad 

especially those transported by container ship. In 2013, 94% of export goods in 

containers are transported by foreign ships, in the year 2014 decreased to 88% and 

go up 93% in the year 2015. The high share of the total cargo that brought by 

foreign-flagged vessels is an opportunity that must be taken seriously by the 

government with various kinds of challenges including the national shipping 

capacity never  increased significantly. 

  Based on the result of t-test in this research,  there are few of variable that 

can influence the problem of export share as cited before, capacity and ship call. 

The capacity of Indonesia flag ship is too small if compared against foreign ship 

capacity which sailing to Port of Belawan. The regression analysis result shown 

that there will be an increase in cargo export transported by Indonesia flag ship as 

amount of 3006,77 ton  in case of addition 3,9 % of capacity. This condition also 

occur for the total mount of cargo that brought by Indonesian flag ship there will 

be an addition  as amount of 3006 ton of cargo if the ship call reach 487 calls.  
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